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THE BG NEWS

GET READY TO ROLL THE DICE

The University’s gaming society spends its Friday
nights relaxing while playing board games, card
games and video games. Find out what these
gamers play in THE PULSE on Page 5.
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3 students
attend USG
open forum

WNIT 2013 | THIRD ROUND

FALCONS 47 | 50 DRAGONS

By Eric Lagatta
Assistant Campus Editor

The Undergraduate Student Government hosted a
forum in place of its typical elections debate to inform
the student body of its president and vice president’s
plans for next year.
USG President Alex
USG VOTING GUIDE
Solis and Vice President
Want to vote for USG this
David Neely answered
year? Find out how below.
questions from an audiVOTING BEGINS
ence of three students.
The two are running April 1 at 8 a.m.
unopposed for re-election
for the upcoming aca- VOTING ENDS
April 4 at 12 p.m.
demic year.
During the forum,
WHERE TO VOTE
which took place in the
www.bgsu.edu
Union Thursday at 6 p.m.,
the USG duo fielded questions about their plans for next
KATIE LOGSDON | THE BG NEWS

LINING up for the playing of the alma mater is the Falcons women’s basketball team after its loss to Drexel on Thursday night in the third round of the 2013 WNIT.

GAME OVER.
Women’s basketball falls to Drexel in third round of WNIT at Stroh Center

WHERE THE FALCONS
WENT WRONG

By Ethan Easterwood
Sports Editor

T

he women’s basketball team outrebounded Drexel and held them to 35 percent
shooting, but came up about five minutes and a star player short, losing 50-47 in the
third round of the WNIT at the Stroh Center on Thursday night.
If the name of the game was rebounding and field goal percentage, then the BG women’s basketball team would be in the WNIT Elite Eight.
Drexel’s Hollie Mershon, who averages 19 points per game and lit up Harvard in the
past round for over 30 points, took the reigns and dominated the closing minutes.
“She really turned it on in the last five minutes,” senior Chrissy Steffen said. “She really
took it over.”
Mershon had eight points, three rebounds and an assist in the final five minutes.
“[Mershon] is a kid that will haunt BG fans and myself for awhile,” coach Jennifer Roos
said. “She is a professional player when her time is done.”
With the loss, the Falcons will say goodbye to a senior class that won 103 games in their
collective careers.
Seniors include forwards Allison Papenfuss and redshirt Danielle Havel, and guards
Simone Eli and Steffen.
“The seniors are awesome, I’m really going to miss them,” freshman Miriam Justinger
said. “They were great role models for me.”

See WNIT | Page 3

FIRST HALF

1. Turnovers: The Falcons
committed seven turnovers.
2. Slow Start: Drexel managed to
go up 12-4 on the Falcons early.
3. Halfhill: The Falcon guard made
just one basket in the first half including a quick shot at the buzzer.

SECOND HALF
1. Mershon: Drexel forward took
over the final five minutes despite
BG’s attempts to stop her.
2. Turnovers: Like in the first half,
turnovers crippled the Falcons giving
Drexel 10 points from turnovers.
3. Not owning the paint: BG had
more rebounds but Drexel managed
to get back its own missed shots.

See USG | Page 2

$9.3 million
McDonald renovation
stays on schedule
David Skowronski
Reporter

Students can look forward to a new and improved
McDonald residence hall at the start of the fall 2013
semester.
RENOVATION COSTS
The $9.3 million renovation is
ON CAMPUS
on schedule and is Along with Macdonald Hall, a
number of other renovations will
expected to be fintake place on campus in the next
ished by the time
few years.
freshmen move
in on Aug. 23, said
■■ Rec Center: $13.4 million
Sarah Waters, direc■■ Health and Human
tor of Residence
Services Building: $9 million
Life.
■■ Olscamp Hall: $5 million
“Essentially the
■■ Founders Hall: $800,00
objective of this
project is to improve the overall condition of the hall,”
said Steve Krakoff, vice president of Capital Planning
and Design.
A number of amenities are being added to make the
hall more attractive for students, Krakoff said.
There will be new furniture for the lounges, modifications to restrooms and new floor to ceiling windows, said
Marc Brunner, project architect for design and construc-

See MCDONALD | Page 2

Commuting to campus has its pros and cons GAMMA GAMING
By Kendra Clark
Web Editor

For some freshmen, money
is the motivating factor for
living off campus.
Senior Jacob Lindsay has
been commuting to the
University since freshman
year.
“I decided to commute
freshman year because it
was significantly cheaper
to live off-campus,” Lindsay
said. “I wanted to live on my
own and depend on myself.”
He lived with his grandparents until sophomore
year and then decided to move closer to the
University.
“It is nice to go home without checking in like peo-

“I save a lot of money

living at my parents’
house, and I don’t have to
worry about debt later.”
Abigail Moylan | Commuter

ple have to at the dorms,”
Lindsay said. “I feel like
I have more freedom this
way.”
Sophomore
A biga i l
Moylan’s decision to become
a commuter was clear-cut
her freshman year.
“I love commuting to campus,” Moylan said. “I save
a lot of money living at my
parents’ house and I don’t
have to worry about debt
later.”

SOFTBALL HITS AT HOME
With its pre-season completed, the Falcon
softball team will host Ball State University
and Miami University for its home opener. The
Falcons will play Ball State on Friday and then
Miami on Saturday and Sunday. | PAGE 7

She lives in Toledo about
30 minutes away from the
University, but the time it
takes to get to and from the
University has some disadvantages, she said.
“It is hard to get involved
on campus,” Moylan said.
“Trying to get into groups
like sororities is a challenge.”
Lindsay has experienced a
different challenge being a
commuter to the University.
“The weather is bad,”
Lindsay said. “It is hard to
find a place to park. I have to
hope they plowed the streets
every morning during the
winter.”

See COMMUTER | Page 2

EVAN FRY | THE BG NEWS

MEMBERS of Sigma Lambda Gamma enjoy a game night on Thursday evening. Junior, Brooklynn Martinez,
Amanda Eberhardt, advisor and senior Paige Schaefer play Apples to Apples.

MAKING CIVIL POINTS
While the Supreme Court debates marriage
equality, so does the Forum section. This
week, Forum Columnists Debbie Alderman
and James Pfundstein look at different
aspects of the debate. | PAGE 4

WHAT SHOULD THE STUDENT BODY
PRESIDENT/VP DO IN THEIR SECOND TERM?
“Maybe they could tell us what they
actually have the power to do.”
Victoria Igoe
Sophomore, Geology
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REDNECK BALL

CONCERT

Of Mice & Men

CONTESTS: Best HillBilly & HillBetty, Best Mullet,
Best Jean Shorts, Sexiest “Boots are made for walkin”

Chunk! No Captain, Chunk!
Goodbye Blue Skies, Affairs & WSG

Friday, March 29 @ 5pm

Friday, March 29 @ 10pm-2:30am

facebook.com/InnovationConcerts/Events
127 N. Main St. Bowling Green H clazel.net

facebook.com/Clazel/Events
127 N. Main St. Bowling Green H clazel.net

USG
From Page 1

BLOTTER |
Check out this week’s citations on
the interactive blotter map only
online at BGNEWS.COM

BLOTTER
WED., MARCH
27
5:14 P.M.

Complainant reported that
an unknown person stole a
few tables and chairs from
the back of a business within
the 100 block of S. Main St.

THURS.,
MARCH 28
12:47 A.M.

Zachary P. Glunt, 19, of
Mineral Ridge, Ohio, was
cited for underage/under the
influence of alcohol within
the 1500 block of E. Wooster
St.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News
at 419-372-6966.

FOLLOW US
ONLINE
ON FACEBOOK
AND TWITTER

@THE_
BG_NEWS

year.
Apart from pushing for further green initiatives and making sure the renovations for the
Student Recreation Center and
the new Falcon Health Center
stay on schedule, Solis emphasized the need to increase the
retention rate, which is currently at 65 percent, he said.
Solis added he’d like to see
it increase by at least four percent in the next year.
Going hand-in-hand with
retention is enrollment, Neely
said.
“We’re working on rebranding,” he said, “really attracting
those transfer students, those
international students, showing what Bowling Green has to

MCDONALD
From Page 1
tion.
The residence hall is undergoing a lot of change this year.
“The bedrooms on the second, third and fourth floor of
the east wing are finished,”
Waters said.
The rooms have been painted and carpet has been put in,
she said.
All the built in furniture was
removed and will be replaced
with all furniture this summer,
including a chest of drawers
and wardrobes on wheels, so
students can arrange the room
how they want, Waters said.

HOUSES AVAILABLE for 2013-14
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
Available May 18, 2013
517 N. Summit

422 Clough

3 BR - 2 car garage. W/D. $900 per
month plus utilities. Deposit $900. Limit
3 people. Lease 5/18/13 - 5/10/14.

2 BR - $480 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $480. Limit 2 people. Lease
5/18/13 - 5/10/14.

710 Eight - 3 BR, 2 Bath Dishwasher, W/D and A/C. $960 per
month plus utilities. Deposit $960.
Limit 3 people. Lease 5/18/13 5/10/14.

Available August 22, 2013
150 1/2 Manville

1 BR Upper - $420 per month plus
utilities. Deposit $420. Limit 2 people.
Lease 8/22/13 - 8/9/14.

146 Manville

2 BR Lower - Dishwasher and W/D.
$715 per month plus utilities. Deposit
$715. Limit 3 people. Lease 8/22/13
- 8/9/14.

712 Second, #B

2 BR Upper - $650 per month plus
utilities. Deposit $650. Limit 2 people.
Lease 8/22/13 - 8/9/14.

722 Eighth

offer them.”
To accomplish this, Solis
and Neely said they will join
University efforts to increase
the attraction of prospective
students to the University, while
giving them a reason to stay.
“It would be great to say that
100 percent of students on
campus are involved in extracurricular activities,” Neely
said.
Neely also mentioned the
linked courses the University
will offer freshmen next fall.
These will connect students
with others in their major by
putting them in classes together, encouraging them to stay at
the University.
Another main goal for the
running mates is to continue
to make sure the student voice
is heard.
The student government

doesn’t have the power to
decide everything on campus,
but Solis and Neely said they
will do what they can for student concerns.
“There’s students everywhere that voice their opinion on things they’d like to see
changed,” Neely said. “I think
the big thing for students to
know is that we hear their voices ... change doesn’t come easy.”
Solis cited a number of
reasons for the low turnout
at the student forum, such
as students’ class schedules,
the WNIT basketball game
and the running mates’ lack
of competition. This past
USG election, when Solis and
Neely ran against Tabitha
Timbrook and Jon Zachrich,
the debate drew a crowd of
70, The BG News reported in
March 2012.

“Tabitha Timbrook and Jon
Zachrich was one of the most
toughest tickets we could’ve
gone against,” Solis said “Now
coming to [running unopposed], it’s totally different.”
Even though they have no
challengers, Solis and Neely
still wanted to try to educate
the students on their plans.
“I think the biggest thing
is educating students why
it’s important,” he said.
“Sometimes it’s hard [to get the
message out there.]”
Still, Solis said if he’s not out
on campus, his door is always
open on the fourth floor of the
Union.
“Anyone can come find us in
the office,” he said.
USG voting begins this
coming Monday and ends
Thursday.
Solis estimated that 10 per-

cent of this past year’s student
body voted in the USG election.
Spring 2012 enrollment
totaled 16,223, according
to the University’s office of
Institutional Research, meaning that by his estimate, around
1,600 voted.
Even though they are unopposed, Solis still encouraged
students to vote.
“I’m hopeful for an increase
but it’s tough because we’re
unopposed,” he said.
Evan Colyer, USG chief
administrative officer, was
also present and kicked off the
meeting.
“I’ve talked to a few people
on campus who were knowledgeable about USG and they
all said, ‘Well, who would run
against Solis and Neely?’”
Colyer said. “I don’t think other
people are as prepared.”

The entrance has been
moved to the east side of the
building because it is more
logical and creates better flow,
she said.
“The new lobby will have
lots of windows so there will
be a lot of natural light, which
I think will be refreshing for
students,” Waters said.
The current lobby will be
replaced with an office suite for
the Educators In Context and
Community learning community, she said.
The renovation will also
provide more housing for students.
Currently, McDonald Hall
can house 514 residents,
but after the renovation

the building will house 750,
Waters said.
Some residents have had
some issues with the construction since it began.
“First semester it was very
loud and it woke me up a lot,”
said freshman Meredith Taylor.
Getting in and out of the
building, however, hasn’t been
affected, Taylor said.
“At first, it was kind of annoying in the morning, but I don’t
hear it as much now,” said
freshmen Cameron Condrey.
The noise has not been
the only problem for some
students.
“The stairwells are really
dusty and I found a mouse in
the hallway once,” said fresh-

men Adam Zantal.
The University has tried to
minimize the impact of the
construction on residents.
To help with the noise, workers can’t begin work until 8
a.m., but the noise in question
was mostly a problem during
demolition, Waters said.
Once the demolition was
over the complaints trailed off,
she said.
“They would like to be in
there working at 6 a.m.,”
Waters said.
A new sidewalk was put in
since the original was blocked
and the students shouldn’t
have to walk through the mud,
she said.
Despite issues with noise,

some residents think the renovation is a good idea.
“I’m really excited because
I’m living here next year,”
Taylor said.
Condrey disagrees that
the renovation is needed but
thinks it’s still nice to have.
Once the renovation to
McDonald Hall is finished,
there will be landscaping
improvements made around
the building, Krakoff said.
The landscaping will help to
improve the aesthetics around
the building and create a nicer
interior courtyard, he said.
“We are poised to make
considerable improvements to
campus over the next five to
seven years,” Krakoff said.

have pride in overcoming the obstacles to get
here, but connecting with
the campus is still a hard
thing to do.”
Ben Lachowski, a junior,
has been a commuter since
his freshman year, and he
hasn’t had an issue with
getting involved. His problems come with parking.
“Worrying about if you can
get a spot or not before class
is an issue,” Lachowski said.
“Staying late is an issue too
because you have to leave
before 3 a.m. or your car gets

towed.”
Lachowski lives in
Grand Rapids, Ohio, about
15 minutes away from
campus. He lives with his
parents and has been able
to save money.
“I like not having to
worry about the fees
that come with living
on campus,” Lachowski
said. “Along with having
the mobility others don’t
have, knowing that a home
cooked meal is waiting for
me at home is the cherry
on the cake.”

COMMUTER
From Page 1

Deborah Novak, assistant dean of students,
oversees and coordinates
off-campus student services. Her job is to insure
that communication is
open between commuting students and the
University and to publicize activities for them to
participate in.
“One benefit to being a
commuter student is that

BGNEWS.COM

831 Scott Hamilton, #A

2 BR Lower - W/D and A/C. $690
per month plus utilities. Deposit
$690. Limit 3 people. Lease 8/22/13
- 8/9/14.

720 Eighth

3 BR, 1 ½ Bath - $580 per month plus
utilities. Deposit $580. Limit 3 people.
Lease 8/22/13 - 8/9/14.

629 Elm

3 BR - 1 car garage. Dishwasher, W/D
and A/C. $850 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $850. Limit 3 people.
Lease 8/22/13 - 8/9/14.

3 BR, 1 ½ Bath - $580 per month plus 723 Sixth
utilities. Deposit $580. Limit 3 people. 3 BR, $530 per month plus utilities.
Lease 8/22/13 - 8/9/14.
Deposit $530.
Limit 2 people. Lease 8/22/13 - 8/9/14.

327 E. Evers, #A

all the events are available to them are the same
as students who live on
campus,” Novak said.
“However, I often hear
that commuter students
feel the activities that
happen are only for oncampus students.”
Novak also heard from
the commuter students
that they don’t feel connected with the University.
“Most have a lot of other
things going on with their
lives they have to balance,” Novak said. “They

STILL HAVE OPENINGS
for 2013-2014

We have a wide variety of complexes, houses divided into apartments, houses, whatever
you are looking for. Studios, 1, 2, and 3 bdrms. Some 2 & 3 bdrms come with w/d in them,
some have laundry on site. Bus shuttle route is close to most of our apartments.

Check out Facebook for Deposit Coupon!

2 BR - $690 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $690. Limit 3 people. Lease
8/22/13 - 8/9/14.

— FAMILIES WITH CHILDREN —
welcome to apply for any rental unit.
We have many apartments available
in May and August.

Heinzsite 710 N. Enterprise

Hillsdale Apts. 1082 Fairview

Foxwood Manor 839 7th St.

Willow House Apts. 830 4th St.

Visit our website for information:
www.johnnewloverealestate.com
or stop in the Rental Office for a brochure.

JOHN NEWLOVE
• R E A L

E S T A T E •

319 E. Wooster Street • Located across from Taco Bell
Hours: Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00
419.354.2260 • www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Three or More Bedrooms:
734 Elm
233 W. Merry
534 S. College

1045 N. Main St. Bowling Green, OH 43402
419.353.5800 | www.meccabg.com | info@meccabg.com

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www.newloverentals.com

433
136
911
127

N. Enterprise
Pearl
Mourning Dove
E. Merry
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KATIE LOGSDON | THE BG NEWS

YELLING out at the team during a play is Jennifer Roos, head coach.

RELAX...
We got you covered

WELCOME BACK SPECIAL
1/2 off Deposit until
St. Patricks Day
KATIE LOGSDON | THE BG NEWS
KATIE LOGSDON | THE BG NEWS

TAKING the ball down the court is senior guard and No. 21 Chrissy Steffen.

WNIT
From Page 1
The 103 wins among the
class ties a school record set
by the 2007 team that went
to the NCAA Sweet Sixteen.
In the past four seasons, the
team earned two births to
the NCAA tournament and
back-to-back invites to the
WNIT.
The Falcons opened the
game antsy as they committed three fouls, three turnovers and were forcing the
ball into the paint when the
lanes weren’t open. Drexel’s
three-point shooting took
advantage of the struggling
Falcons and opened up a 12-4
lead.
BG calmed down and with
some three-point shooting of
its own, went on a 14-0 run
getting the crowd behind the
home team.

“We said before the game
that the crowd would be the
sixth man,” Justinger said.
“They really were.”
From that point on, both
teams looked statistically identical – a plus for the
Falcons, who on paper looked
minor-league compared to
Drexel. The two teams would
have gone into the half tied if
it wasn’t for a Jillian Halfhill
prayer-shot that found it’s
way into the netting at the
buzzer.
The Dragons were ranked
in the top-25 nationally in six
statistical categories, including three-point field goal
percentage at 36 percent and
turnovers per game with 11.
BG held Drexel to 30 percent from behind the arc, but
the Dragons contained the
ball better, only giving it up
eight times.
The second half started
much like the first – a Drexel

SHOOTING the ball during the third round of the WNIT at the Stroh Center on
Thursday night is freshman guard and forward, No. 30 Miriam Justinger.

run to put them ahead.
Drexel would lead the game
until there was six minutes
left.
Despite both teams having quick turnarounds in
between their prior games,
neither looked ready to end
their season.
“In the postseason you
always have a short turnaround,” Roos said. “But I
always say, ‘Better a short
turnaround than no turnaround.’”
The Falcons and Dragons
would go back and forth
tying or leading by no more
than three points. The game
really turned in the final
minute, with BG being down
two points on an ensuing
Drexel inbound.
With both teams expecting
BG to foul and play the freethrow game, a mishandled
ball was in the midst of what
can only be called a scrum.

The ruling – a BG foul.
Despite plees from the crowd
and Coach Roos for a jump
ball, Mershon went to the line
for Drexel.
“We got a foul,” Roos said.
“And it was a jump ball in my
opinion, but we got a foul.”
Mershon would make both
free throws and the Falcons
weren’t able to recover despite
another Halfhill prayer-shot
attempt. This one however,
found nothing but hardwood
as time expired.
The loss put an end to Roos’
first season as head coach.
“I was mentored by Curt
Miller; one of the best coaches if not the best,” Ross said
about her season. “I hear his
voice in my head a lot.”
Roos will return next season with juniors Halfhill, Jill
Stein and Katrina Salinas.
“I was mentored by the
best,” Roos said. “And you
always want more.”

WE GOT YOU COVERED!

ONLY A
FEW APTS.
LEFT!

Check out our FREE AMENITIES!
WATER

HIGH SPEED INTERNET

CABLE

24-HR MAINTENANCE

SHUTTLE

SWIMMING POOL

GAS (Heating, Cooking, Water)

419-806-4855

473 S. Summit St.
Bowling Green, OH

summit@gerdenich.com
www.summitterracebg.com
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STUDENT HOUSING OF
B G S U AT H L E T I C S
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ON SHUTTLE BUS ROUTE + 24-HR FITNESS CENTER + PRIVATE BALCONIES
PRIVATE BEDROOMS + FULLY FURNISHED + INDIVIDUAL LEASES

B G S T U D E N T H O U S I N G.CO M | 4 1 9. 3 5 3 . 51 0 0 | 70 6 N A P O L EO N ROA D

LIMITED TIME ONLY | RATES, FEES, DEADLINES & UTILITIES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET
“Deaf eduaction
program.”

IDA CARDENAS
Senior,
Education

COREY JONES
Junior,
Entrepreneurship

Marriage debate is
about fairness, love
JAMES
PFUNDSTEIN
FACULTY
COLUMNIST

I disagree with opponents
of marriage equality about
a million things — perhaps
even a million and three—
but there’s one thing they’re
right about. Marriage is
sacred. Anything that
harms it is a kind of blasphemy.
What makes it sacred,
though?
Not the state. The state
of Ohio has a lot going for
it: a fine university system
(as we know), the Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame, the great
Black Swamp Arts Festival
and a legislature that seems
intent on making the gerrymander the official state
lizard.
But, on its best day, the
state of Ohio could not
by legal action sanctify a
baked potato.
That’s not how we
run things in America.
Separation of church and
state was created, not so that
the secular state could dominate over religion (as some
believe, or pretend to believe)
but so that religion could be
free from state intrusions. If
something is sacred, it is by
definition beyond the reach
of state action.
Arguably, the state should
not be in the marriage business at all. In many societies, marriage is a private
matter and the state only
gets involved if there’s some
sort of problem (e.g. a lawsuit).
When the state and the
church were still uneasily
inhabiting the same body,
in the premodern period,
parish records of birth,
marriage and death had a
state function, and that’s
probably why we tend to
think of marriage as having something to do with
the government (a notion
which would have surprised an ancient Roman).
While it remains in
the marriage business,
though, the state has a
legal obligation to be fair.
But in many states, including Ohio, the state plays
favorites—letting some
couple get married and
refusing the right to oth-

Respond to James at
thenews@bgnews.com

MAX FILBY, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 | Phone: (419) 372-6966
Email: thenews@bgnews.com
Website: http://www.bgnews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

What would you like to see the student body President and VP do in their second term?

“Maybe they
should do
more cultural
diversity
programs to
bring everyone
together.”

“The residence
hall rules are
ridiculous. It
should be like
living in an
apartment.”

LUKE SOUTHARD
Sophomore,
AYA Earth Science & Chemestry

“More events
would be cool.”

VISIT US AT

BGNEWS.COM
Have your own take on
today’s People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

CELESTE DENNIS
Freshman,
Biology

Friends continue to live on in memory, spirit

ers. Parental rights, insurance coverage, decisions
about health care: legal
spouses have privileges in
these areas (and others)
which are denied couples
who are not married.
If a couple chooses to
not get married, that’s on
them. But if the state denies
a couple the right to marry,
it’s acting like a bouncer
at a nightclub, arbitrarily
allowing some into the
privileged space but not
others. This is not what we
pay the government for.
Suddenly, surprisingly,
things seem to be changing throughout America
and in Ohio. As recently as
2004, Ohioans enshrined
bigotry in our state constitution by banning samesex marriage and any conceivable substitute for it in
the form of a civil union or
legally recognized domestic partnership.
Support for the “Marriage
Amendment” was overwhelming: more than
60 percent of votes cast,
according to the Ohio
Secretary of State.
Now there’s a movement afoot to repeal that
amendment and give the
right of marriage to many
couples in Ohio who are
currently denied that
right. And, remarkably, the
measure is getting strong
public support.
Recent polls show that
now 54 percent of Ohioans
support the new marriage
equality amendment and
only 40 percent oppose it.
Maybe that’s because the
amendment itself is so eminently reasonable. It grants
marriage equality without
impinging on the freedom
of religion.
You don’t have to be for
gay marriage to support the
amendment. You just have
to be for fairness — for the
right of spouses to care for
each other and their children, even if they’re not like
you.
The state, after all, cannot
sanctify marriage. Only
love can sanctify marriage
and only hate can harm it.
Support love, fairness
and marriage equality in
Ohio.
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OLIVIA SMITH
COLUMNIST

Recently, four young men
from my high school alma
mater, Midview passed away
unexpectedly. During this
difficult time, I could not
help but notice the extensive amount of support from
my community and how
proud I am I can call myself
a Midview Middie.
Whether or not people
were close to these young
men, they are showing
respect and giving their condolences to the family.
Everyone from Midview
High School is affected by
these deaths in some way. A
motto we go by is: “Once a
Middie, always a Middie.” We
are told this when we graduate and instructed to never
forget it. When something
happens in our community,
the entire community comes

together and offers a helping
hand to one another.
This is similar to the
motto we have here: “Once
a Falcon, Always a Falcon.”
Through the deaths that
have occurred here over the
past few years, the student
body has come together to
show love and support for the
people who have passed and
their families.
It’s comforting to know
when you go through a difficult time, there are so many
people willing to help just
because you go to a certain
school or are from a certain
community.
It is amazing to see this
happen. Even through a
seemingly negative time,
positives arise from it and I
truly believe it is a symbol
of hope; hope for the future,
families and friends to carry
on and remember those who
have left this earth in a positive fashion.
They wouldn’t want friends
and loved ones to dwell on
their death forever. Instead,

remember the good times
and the experiences you
shared. Focus on the person’s
happiness when they were
alive and celebrate their life.
Remember the person they
were and honor them. This
is what the people from my
community are doing. There
are already scholarships
in the process of creation
in the names of those who
have died. Kids are coming
together, planning vigils to
show their support for those
who mourn and celebrating a dear friend’s life. Posts
on social networks display
admiration for the individuals and make others aware
how important each person
was in their lives.
Since everybody handles
death differently, it is important to be accepting of a
person’s emotions and grievances and offer help if they
need it.
Personally, each of the
death of the four young men
affected me in various ways.
Some I was closer friends

with than others, but still I
have felt a sense of mourning
within me.
However, my sadness is
expelled when I see all my
friends gathering to support
and honor our fellow Middies
and Falcons. It is reassuring to
see that even in death, there is
happiness and optimism.
Life is too short to take it
for granted. We are so fortunate to be alive and we must
never forget this. Appreciate
those around you while you
can because you never know
when heaven is going to need
another angel.
This column is to show
support and give my condolences to the families
and friends of those that
have died over the past few
months. Rest in peace my fellow Middies and friends.
You will never be forgotten and we shall continue to
honor your life.

Respond to Olivia at
thenews@bgnews

Moral relativism breeds apathy, tolerance for some
DEBBIE
ALDERMAN
COLUMNIST

Imagine a world where progressive thinking is shunned.
Religion is forced down your
throat. If you don’t share the
same political views as everyone else, you’re wrong. And if
you don’t live in a suburban
neighborhood with your
nuclear family, there is something wrong with you.
Doesn’t sound like a great
place to live, does it?
Fearful of a world like this,
the idea of relativism was
developed to ensure everyone’s ability to celebrate their
own beliefs and cultures.
In regards to relativism, here
are some assertions:
“I can’t tell someone else
what to do with their lives.”
“If a culture believes ‘x’ is
permissible, we should respect
that belief.”
Relativism is hypocritical
because everyone’s views are
supposed to be respected, but
ironically, everyone’s beliefs
are dismissed. Instead of a
diverse culture, we’ve become
an ugly grey mix of apathy.
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Relativism is detrimental
because it creates a culture of
amorality. If we don’t think
“right” and “wrong” exist,
there is no way to regulate laws
and behaviors. Our actions are
justified on the basis of “Well,
he’s just doing what’s best for
him,” or, “I would never commit this heinous crime against
humanity, but it’s her life, so it’s
her decision.”
We see relativism taking two
routes: either apathy toward
other cultures, or “tolerance”
only for those who share the
same beliefs. The past showcases its destructive nature.
This wonderful idea of relativism didn’t stop Hitler from
slaughtering six million Jews
and five million more Nazi
opponents, like Christians and
homosexuals.
Relativism doesn’t prevent
the death of 30 million AIDS
victims, nor does it rescue
any of the 100 million (and
rising) young women globally who are victims of genital
mutilation.
Relativism just makes us
dislike each other for ridiculous reasons. If we don’t agree
or don’t care, it automatically
isn’t our issue anymore. And
if you disagree with me, you
must be wrong.

Relativism knows no historical bounds. If you want to see
the failures of relativism on a
more relatable level, consider
the hatred stewing between
people of different religious
and political backgrounds.
I know this hatred firsthand.
I’m perpetually scrutinized for
being “different,” and I’m erroneously categorized as racist
and classist because I am a
Conservative Republican, an
intolerant and self-righteous
because I’m a practicing
Roman Catholic and sexist
because I’m pro-life, I’m a warmonger because I support my
brother, a USAF airman, and I
am a bigot for supporting marriage between one man and
one woman.
Your newly developed
dislike for me is proof that
we don’t live in a relativistic
society.
This is the problem with our
world. We care too much about
politics and religious beliefs,
and we’re so quick to attack
people who are different. We
can’t fix many of the world’s
problems because we exert so
much effort trying to smear
reputations.
Congress is a perfect example. When was the last time we
had a budget approved?

If we don’t learn to stand up
together and fight injustice,
things aren’t going to get better. Look beyond superficial
labels and get to know people
on a real level.
My intention is not to win
you to my faith or political
party. I just want you to think
before you verbally fight someone over an election button or
Facebook post.
Unity can’t be achieved with
hatred. You’re not going to win
me over by name-calling, and
there is more to a person than
religious and political affiliation. Treat people with dignity because they’re human
beings, not because they’re
Republican or Democrat.
Rick Warren, a pastor and
author, has a really cool quote
I’d like to leave you with: “Our
culture has accepted two huge
lies. The first is that if you disagree with someone’s lifestyle,
you must fear or hate them.
The second is that to love
someone means you agree
with everything they believe
or do. Both are nonsense. You
don’t have to compromise convictions to be compassionate.”

Respond to Debbie at
thenews@bgnews.com
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tabletop tactics
Gaming Society participates in tournaments on campus
By Patrick Pfanner
Pulse Reporter

W

hile some students release stress through exercise and partying, senior Jacob Brown
prefers escaping school related stress by gaming every Friday night in the Union.
The Bowling Green Gaming Society is a group looking to build friendship and a community
with their fellow students through their enjoyment of games.
“We have a very diverse set of members,” said Brown, president of the Gaming Society. “The
group is a great way to meet new people and to de-stress after the week.”
The tradition of meeting new people and forging bonds through gaming isn’t new to the
University. In fact, the Gaming Society has had a presence on the campus since the 1980s,
Brown said.
Its presence has evolved beyond Friday night gaming. The group participated in last week’s
tournament Animarathon, a convention celebrating Japanese culture.
The Gaming Society divided into three groups for the convention and hosted board, card
and video game tournaments, said sophomore Tyler Redick.
Almost 50 people participated in the respective tournaments, which was viewed as a good
way for the Gaming Society to advertise themselves, he said.
“We would have liked a bigger turn out, but we’d love to get involved with Animarathon
again next year,” Redick said.
The group is always looking to connect with gamers and build a bigger campus presence,
Brown said.

See GAMING | Page 6

New smartphone application
gives event updates
Eventful keeps fans informed on local entertainment
By Geoff Burns
Pulse Reporter

PHOTO PROVIDED

DAN COTA gets dressed in costume and makeup to play one of the dancing munchkins in the new Disney film, “Oz, the Great and Powerful.”

Bowling Green native
featured in Disney’s ‘Oz’ film
By Abby Welsh
Pulse Editor

Usually Dan Cota works his
everyday job at the Toledo
Hospital, but recently, instead
of helping people, he has been
entertaining them.
Dan, a Bowling Green resident, got an opportunity to play
a dancing munchkin in the new
Disney movie, “Oz, the Great
and Powerful.”
He heard about the part from

a little person from Detroit who
sent out a massive email asking
every little person to try out.
“There were about 50 to 70
little people [who auditioned]
and out of the bunch, about 45
were selected,” Dan said. “It was
pretty cool. I finally realized I
was in a movie.”
Sophomore Karly Fisher was
just as shocked as the next
person to hear about the local
star.

“You don’t really think a person from a small town like BG
is in a big movie,” Fisher said. “I
was just surprised to hear it, to
be honest.”
The entire movie was filmed
in Detroit, which was one reason Dan was able to audition
and take the part.
“If the movie was somewhere

See COTA | Page 6

For some people, finding out
when and where local events
are going to take place may be
difficult to do, but there’s now a
smartphone application to alert
you when something comes up.
The digital company known as
Eventful Inc. has released a new
version of the free iPhone application called Eventful, which lets
people know when their favorite
artists, movies, sports and other
entertainment events are taking
place in certain area.
The app not only lets users see
what kind of events are occuring
in one’s area, but gives the user an
opportunity to request a specific
movie screening or musician to
come to a nearby venue through
a Demand It! feature, said Alicia
Graham, senior public relations
manager for Eventful Inc.
The company launched a
Demand It! campaign last winter,
getting Darius Rucker, lead singer
for Hootie and the Blowfish, to
donate $10,000. The money went
to toys for victims in New York
affected from Hurricane Sandy,
Graham said.
“We’re all about event discovery,” Graham said. “It’s a unique
social media platform and is a
very cool thing.”
Anthony Fontana, instructor
in the School of Art, designs the
University’s mobile apps and is
currently working on a campus
calendar app. He said the Eventful
app lets you filter the information the user wants and is helping
people find their interests locally.

“A lot of our students are interested in music and to find out the
band they are listening to on their
device is going to be in town soon
is great,” Fontana said. “Maybe a
friend is sharing a song and my
app tells me they are in town next
weekend and that’s one of the
benefits of today’s technology.”
Jeremy Lublin, marketing
and promoter at Headliners in
Toledo, said the hardest thing
to do is advertising upcoming
events to the public. People ask
Headliners to bring in an artist
who they had already recently
hosted, he said.
“[Eventful] will help people
know what’s going on in the area,”
Lublin said. “Everyone is going to
the Internet which makes it more
difficult to let people know what’s
going on. It sounds like a good,
new technology to let people know
what events are happening.”
Devan Daniel, a freshman, is
considering downloading the
app and said a major factor for
his decision is because it’s free of
charge.
“The fact you can travel and it will
still let you know what’s going on
around you is great,” Daniel said.
“It’s a smart way to advertise events
and I would definitely use it.”
The mobile app will also keep
people updated on events when
traveling to other cities based off
of the user’s location and interests.
“It’s like a little editor telling
you everything that’s happening
around you,” Graham said.
The iPhone app is now available
for free and can be downloaded
from the Apple iTunes Store.
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Of Mice and Men to Records make comeback, gain
popularity with students
play at Cla-Zel
By Geoff Burns
Pulse Reporter

When the members of the
hard rock band Of Mice and
Men take the stage Friday
night at the Cla-Zel, it will mark
the sixth time senior Mike
Hammer has seen them live.
Hammer became a fan of
Of Mice and Men after Austin
Carlile, lead vocalist, left
the metalcore band, Attack
Attack! in 2009. He has even
bought tickets to go see the
band again Saturday night in
Detroit.
“I like [Carlile’s] highenergy stage performance,”
Hammer said. “It’s going to be
a good show.”
The show is for all ages and
will consist of three opening
acts: Affairs, Goodbye Blue
Skies and Chunk! No Captain,
Chunk! The doors open at 5
p.m.
Currently, Of Mice and Men
is supporting pop punk band,
A Day To Remember on the
“Right Back At It Again” tour
and is playing in town as part

GAMING
From Page 5
“The community is what
keeps me coming back every
week,” said Jetrey Bond, sophomore and member of the
Gaming Society.
Board games such as Apples
to Apples and Dungeons and
Dragons are some of the games
played, but others engage in
popular card games like Magic
in the Gathering and Cards
Against Humanity, he said.
The group plays more
board and card games mainly
because of copyright laws on
video games, Brown said.
The only way the group
could legally sponsor a video
game night is by obtaining permission from the game developer. The Gaming Society has
a letter on file from Nintendo
granting permission for their

“There’s a different
kind of energy
with the music
that we play.”

of four off-date shows during
the progress.
Chris Marshall, guitarist
and vocalist for Toledo’s posthardcore band Goodbye Blue
Skies, is excited to be opening
for Of Mice and Men and has
played concerts with his band
throughout the United States.
Playing shows in the Toledo
area makes the concert closer
and more intimate between
the crowd and the band, he
said.
“It’s a different element
because when you play shows
at home all of your friends and
family can come out,” Marshall
said. “We love what we do and
so if we can create music that
can let out frustration, then
it’s our therapeutic way to get
things off of our chest.”
Broc Curry, president
of Innovation Concerts in
Toledo, is hosting the show
at the Cla-Zel because of the
venue size and rapid selling of
pre-sale tickets.
“We like working with the
people from the Cla-Zel and

the room is amazing and is one
of our favorite rooms to do concerts in,” Curry said. “With this
show, people are buying tickets
and it’s looking like it’s going to
be a really successful night.”
Tickets for the concert
can be purchased online
at Ticketmaster, or at stores
such as Finders Records,
RamaLama Records and The
Culture Clash in Toledo for $15
in advance. Tickets at the door
are $18.
“There’s a different kind of
energy with the music that we
play,” Marshall said. “If you’re
having a bad week, you can
come out to a heavy show and
let your aggression out and
have a good time.”

games to be played for gaming
nights, Brown said.
Despite these rules, several members use the weekly
meetings to play online games
such as League of Legends,
which technically doesn’t violate any laws since the games
are played on personal computers, he said.
More than 15 games are
played among more than 40
members who attend every
Friday night, Redick said.
“It’s a good place to go to be
with [gamers] like us,” Bond
said.
Both of these members
heard about the Gaming
Society from the University’s
Campus Fest. The group
also updates and advertises
through social media.
The Gaming Society tries
to reach out beyond the
University grounds and has
made a name for itself in the

local community. Some community members have been
involved for almost 10 years,
Brown said.
Its members pay a yearly
$10 fee, which helps fund
themed parties and buying
new games, said Brown,
Students and community members can become
involved by attending one of
the Friday group nights and
paying the annual fee, he said.
A major factor that helping
the Gaming Society recruit
community members was
proximity. Bowling Green
doesn’t have many community outlets for gamers, and
some members just prefer to
stay local, he said.
“We serve a [gaming] population that otherwise wouldn’t
be served,” Brown said.
“Gaming society gives gamers a great chance to be social
with one another.”

Chris Marshall | Guitarist,

Vocalist for Goodbye Blue Skies
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By Bridjet Mendyuk
Multimedia Editor

One reason senior Eric
Voshall prefers listening
to vinyl records is because
no two records are alike.
“I like vinyl more than
CDs because it’s more
personal, as lame as that
sounds, but you’re more
engaged with the music,”
Voshall said. “The imperfections of the vinyl make
it a more intimate experience with all the pops and
skips.”
Vinyl records are music
disks made from vinyl
plastic and was one of the
most popular ways to listen to music in the 20th
century. The disk spins
on a phonograph, or turntable, and is played when
the phonograph’s needle
touches the vinyl grooves.
“I think it’s a cooler way
of supporting an artist,”
Voshall said. “People who
value the actual music
will buy the vinyl.”
Recently, bands have
been releasing vinyl
records with a CD copy or
an mp3 download inside
the sleeve. Finder’s Record
Store employee, Laura
Fredricks, said because of
this, customers now have
different formats to play
the music on while still
having a tangible item.
“You’re getting two
formats for one price,”
Fredricks said. “A lot of

COTA
From Page 5
like, Hollywood, I don’t
think it would have been
possible for him to take
the part with his job,” said
Karen Cota, Dan’s wife.
While Karen was supportive of Dan’s decision
to take the part, obstacles
stood in the way while he
was away.
“I was probably excited
but a little bit in reserve
because I didn’t know
what it meant in terms of
separation and commitment,” Karen said. “But I
knew if they saw him, they
would want him.”
Due to long hours of
working, Karen was not
able to see Dan during
filming of the movie.
“There was no point
because I was not allowed
on set and he was either
completely wiped out or at
set around 2 a.m.,” Karen
said. “I missed him, but I
wanted him to take this
experience.”
The movie turned out
to be a once-in-a-life time
experience for him, being

Donahue agreed and
said vinyl has had a huge
impact on him.
“When I first heard
Mötorhead’s
‘Ace
of
Spades,’ it changed my
life,” Donahue said. “I
immediately went home
and ordered every piece
of vinyl Mötorhead had
through a catalogue.”
Record
Store
Day
is around the corner
and Finder’s is preparing to have their busiest
year ever. Record stores
around the country will
have deals, new releases
and giveaways on Record
Store Day, April 20.
“Whether it be vinyl,
CDs or mp3s, the important thing is that people
are listening,” Donahue
said. “Music is the universal language.”

able to meet well-known
actors such as: Mila
Kunis, James Franco and
Michelle Williams.
“It’s really cool that
he was able to meet and
work with famous actors,”
Fisher said. “I just think
that is so cool. I’m not
sure how I would have
acted around them.”
But one thing Dan said
he wouldn’t do is act like a
crazed fan.
“The last thing I was
going to do was be like,
‘Hey! Oh my gosh! You’re
famous !’” Dan said.
“Although, it was really
cool being able to work
with them. I was right
behind the witch in one of
the scenes.”
Of the 45 munchkins
in the movie, Dan was
chosen to play one of the
dancing munchkins.
They were all taught
choreography or “pre-acting acts” from the choreographers in order to
be selected as a dancing
munchkin.
“I was happy when I was
placed as one of the dancing munchkins because I
was in four scenes,” Dan

said.
He was also listed in the
movie’s credits.
“We were a little
shocked because typically
extras don’t make it in the
credits but his name was
‘Dancing
Munchkin,’”
Karen said. “It was just
a lot of fun to see at the
premiere.”
Although Dan wasn’t a
main part in the movie,
his fame in the city seems
to be building.
Junior Tyler Wicker, a
server in Perrysburg at
Bar Louie was working
when Dan and his wife
were celebrating the movie’s premiere.
“He told some of us
working he was in the
movie and that he was
celebrating,” Wicker said.
“I should have asked for
a picture. My mind was
blown.”
No matter how Dan is
viewed in the community,
he and his wife are enjoying the attention regardless.
“I’m not going to lie, I
enjoy the fame but I am
waiting for the fortune,”
Dan said.
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“The younger
generations like
getting new
turntables, having
old turntables
from their
parents, or even
getting them in
thrift stores.”

people say [music] sounds
better on vinyl.”
For older generations,
the memory of vinyl has
been a factor in sales, said
Fredricks. Yet, when it
comes to younger generations of vinyl listeners, the
outdated medium proves
to be brand new.
“The younger generations like getting new
turntables, having old
turntables from their parents, or even getting them
in thrift stores,” Fredricks
said. “It’s all new to them.”
Matt Donahue, pop
culture instructor and
vinyl enthusiast, said he
owns somewhere between
two and three thousand
records. He even decorates cars in vinyl records,
which he has been doing
since 1995.
“Vinyl records are a
way to reach out, build
an audience and sell a
product,” Donahue said.
“What better way to do
that than to actually have
a physical product rather
than a download?”
Fredricks said CDs
are still more popular
at Finder’s, but record’s
niche audience is growing
rapidly. Popular artists
such as Lady Gaga, Drake
and even Katy Perry sell
their albums on vinyl. Yet,
classic rock is a best seller at Finder’s because of
their timeless appeal.
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BG softball team faces Oakland in
home opener doubleheader Friday
By Ethan Easterwood
Sports Editor

“I think we are really prepared. We worked
so hard this offseason and with the
games we did have this preseason,
I think we are just ready to go.”
Paris Imholz | Pitcher

After 20 games on the road and 11 others canceled,
the Falcon softball team will finally host their
home opener.
BG was scheduled to open at home with
Oakland University in a double-header. However,
with Bowling Green’s notoriously unpredictable
weather, Mother Nature got the best of the teams.
“We’ve done all we can,” pitcher Paris Imholz
said. “So now it’s just time to go out there and get
the job done”
The Falcons are attempting to shake off a tough
9-1 loss to Michigan on Wednesday. It moved BG’s
overall win percentage to .600, allowing Ohio to
tie them for first in the Mid-American Conference.
Imholz took the loss with just over an inning of
work. The nationally-ranked Wolverines got the
best of BG’s bullpen as all three Falcons pitched.
Despite the loss, Imholz earned her thirdstraight MAC pitcher of the week honors.
This past season, the Falcons shocked everyone
in the MAC with their out-of-nowhere record,
earning them a second-place finish in the regular
season.
“We’re excited, I know I’m excited,” Imholz
said. “I can just see in all of our faces, and we’re
just ready to play, especially with Ball State and
Miami.”
If this past season was a super-run, then Ball

See SOFTBALL | Page 9
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FALCONS softball has suffered from 11 canceled games due to foul weather. The team, coming off from a Michigan loss, is set to play Oakland University in a doubleheader Friday.

BG Rugby hopes to continue
win streak against Indiana
By Nicholas Vanderpool
Reporter

The Falcon rugby club will look
to extend its Indiana winning
streak to 10 games at home
Saturday.
The Hoosiers, who boast
Dallas Maverick’s owner Mark
Cuban as a former player, is
the second Big 10 semi-finalist
in a row that BG is taking on.
Indiana is gearing up for the Big
Ten finals on April 6.
BG is riding a seven-year,
nine-game winning streak over
the Hoosiers. In fact, the winning streak is one of the factors
that cost the past two Indiana
coaches their jobs.
“I guess when you’re getting
paid $23,000 a year, you are

“Never says much, never celebrates a score,
a strong runner and a deadly tackler. An
offensive breakdown? Justin [Stevens] will
be one of the first two people on the scene.”
Tony Mazzarella | Head Coach

expected to be a bit more successful over little schools out in
the cornfields,” said Director of
Rugby Roger Mazzarella.
In contrast, BG’s coach
Mazzarella doesn’t get paid
anything.
The series between the two
squads are misunderstood by
the winning streak. Every game
has been close and has come
down to who has best kept their

composure in the end.
The last game was a 30-27 win
by the Falcons. Four of those
seven years, the BG—Indiana
match determined the Midwest
champion and a ticket to the
national finals.
This weekend shouldn’t be
any different. BG’s winning
streak is drummed into them

See RUGBY | Page 9
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LOCK JUSTIN Stevens takes on an Indiana tackler with eight man Todd Krause and flanker John Wesley.

Falcons track and field splits Two gymnasts qualify for NCAA Regionals
for competition this weekend Harrington, Nocella lead Falcons throughout season, prepare for postseason
Team prepares for Raleigh Relays, Toledo Collegiate Invitational
By Cameron Teague Robinson
Reporter

BG’s track and field team will
compete this weekend in split
squad events.
One squad will make the trip to
North Carolina State University
for the Raleigh Relays while
the other squad will be competing in the Toledo Collegiate
Invitational.
The Raleigh Relays will be a
two-day meet starting Friday at
10:30 and finishing Saturday.
This meet has been ranked
one of the top five meets in the
nation this weekend with some
elite competition from around
the country.
“The experience gained this
weekend will be important,”
coach Lou Snelling said.
This weekend in North
Carolina will be an important
weekend for the Falcons in
many areas. This will be the
first meet of the year for Janette

“We want to continue
our positive start to
this season, open up
well and build off
of where we left
off last season.”
Lou Snelling | Head Coach
Pettigrew after redshirting during the indoor season. Brooke
Pleger will finally be able to go
back to the hammer throw, her
best event. The Falcons will also
look to continue the early outdoor season strong as they finished third in the UC relays two
weeks ago.
“The UC relays were big steps

See TRACK | Page 8

By Noah Jones
Reporter

The BG gymnastics program is
sending two gymnasts to the
NCAA Regionals in Tuscaloosa,
Ala.
Junior Megan Harrington
and freshman Alyssa Nocella
will compete on April 6th at the
University of Alabama as allaround gymnasts.
Harrington qualified in the allaround last year and hopes that
her previous experience will help
her.
“Regionals is a lot bigger and
you don’t have your team with
you,” Harrington said. “It is a lot
different to deal with alone versus
competing with all 15 girls behind
you. This is definitely something
that you have to get accustomed
to and I think having already
done it will make things easier
this year.”
Harrington also said that performing without the full team is
not as fun because the team “has
your back and wants you to do
well.”
Nocella will head to this year’s

Megan
Harrington
Junior,
competes in
All-Around

Alyssa
Nocella

Freshman,
competes in
All-Around

Regionals for the first time. She
said she is looking forward to
the experience of being in a huge
arena in Alabama and having that
many people watching her perform.
“I think it will be a lot of fun and
a great experience to have that
kind of environment and to learn
how to block it out while competing,” she said.
The two Falcons hope the arena
will be as loud as the full gymnastics team so that they are able to
pretend the team is cheering for
them.
“Consistency increases my confidence,” Nocella said. “If I know

that it is the same in practice as it
is in competition, I know I’ve done
it a million times in practice and
I have the confidence to do it in
competition.”
Harrington and Nocella said
that they have never performed
in a crowd as big as the expected
Tuscaloosa crowd, but they know
they will have to keep focused to
do well.
“I think of me and the equipment and no one else around me.
I have to focus on that—no judges, no fans, it’s just me and [the
equipment].”
The entire coaching staff and
the team’s trainer will go with the
two gymnasts to Alabama.
Nocella will compete alongside gymnasts from BYU and
Harrington will rotate with
Denver.
“Most teams are really nice,”
Harrington said. “Last year I
rotated with Michigan and they
brought me in as kind of their
extra team member for the weekend. They invited me to go shopping and cheered ‘B-G-S-U’ for
me during routines.”

SPORTS
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DANA GATES lands her jump in the Falcons home indoor meet earlier this season. The Falcons have moved their meets outside as the indoor season concluded.

TRACK
From Page 7
towards achieving our
goals as a team,” Snelling
said.
Janette Pettigrew will
open the 100 meter dash
this weekend in her first
outdoor meet coming off
an injury and a redshirt.

There were flashes of how
good Janette could be during the indoor season as
she ran unattached during
a few meets.
Brooke Pleger is coming
off a very good indoor season as she placed fifth in the
weight throw at the MidAmerican Championships.
She is now transitioning to outdoor where she

competes in the hammer
throw, which is her best
event. She will be throwing
hammer for the first time
this season this weekend.
Although the other
squad will not be competing in the Raleigh Relays,
they will still be competing as all of their stats can
still qualify them for MAC
championships.

WINTHROP
TERRACE
— APARTMENTS —

ALL THINGS

It’s the Little Things
that Count!
Flexible Move-In & Out Dates

This will be an important
weekend for the Falcons in
both events with some of
the athletes getting back
into action for the first
time this season.
“We want to continue
our positive start to this
season, open up well and
build off of where we left
off last season,” Snelling
said.

ATTENTION STUDENTS:

Interested in playing spring/summer ADULT softball?
Leages Now Being Formed for the 2013 Season
BG Carter Park - 441 Campbell Hill Road
Mens League - Sunday nights
COED League - Sunday nights
Church League - Monday nights

Deadline
to Enter:

April 20th

To enter or for more information contact Tim Dunn, Director:
419.409.1942 | tdunnbb@yahoo.com

B O W L I N G

G R E E N

S T A T E

Low Security Deposit - $300

BG SPORTS

U N I V E R S I T Y

FA LL

2013

No Appointment Necessary
Community Gatherings
Beverages Available in Office

ONLINE
24/7

SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3 x 3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

Monthly Newsletter
Fast & Reliable Maintenance Service
Caring & Friendly Office Staff
Birthday Club

NOW LEASING FOR FALL 2013
400 E Napoleon Rd | 419.352.9135
www.investekmanagement.com
U N D E R

N E W

Free Gas | Free High Speed Internet | Free Basic Cable
Campus Shuttle Service | Free Water/Sewer
Off-Street Parking | Trash Pick-Up and Recycling

Extra Savings in April!

$

Registration

M A N A G E M E N T

SIGN UP TODAY AND SAVE!

$500.00 OFF

THE FIRST MONTH’S RENT

Start Dates:
March 18

Graduate Students

March 18

Non-Degree Graduate Students

March 19

Seniors

March 21

Juniors

April 2

Sophomores

April 3

Freshmen

April 5

Guest Students

on a 9 1/2 month lease for any 3 month bedroom at
Campbell Hill, Enterprise Square, 451 Frazee Avenue,
334 N. Main, 501 Pike and Mercer Manor

$200.00 OFF

Questions?

Go to:

THE FIRST MONTH’S RENT

on a 9 1/2 month lease for any 2 bedroom apartment
at Campbell Hill,Ridge Manor or Buff Apts
Hours:
Mon-Fri: 9am-5pm
Sat: 10am-3pm
445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402
419.352.0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com

my.bgsu.edu
1. SELECT > student center
2. SELECT > enroll
3. SELECT > add

Call the Registration
HOTLINE:
419-372-4444
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday - Friday

You can access everything that you
need, including tutorials, via the
“Student Center” at the MyBGSU portal.

Office of Registration and Records

| 110 Administration Bldg.
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Detroit Tigers, Cincinnati Reds make changes
TYLER BUCHANAN
InFocus Editor

Earlier this week, The BG
News ran a graphic detailing the Cleveland Indians’
2013 roster (see: Wednesday’s
paper, page six, or view the
PDF on BGNews.com by
clicking “Print Editions” on
the right-hand side).
My editor and I agreed it
would be fitting to also run
similar updates on the off-season scramblings of the Detroit
Tigers and Cincinnati Reds,
so here goes. My apologies to
fans of the Seattle Mariners
and Diablos Rojos del Mexico
for getting snubbed.
DETROIT TIGERS
Before we get into any new
signings for 2013, let’s look at
who won’t be suiting up in

Comerica Park’s home team
locker room this season.
The two most notable differences come in the team’s
decision not to bring back OF
Delmon Young and RP Jose
Valverde.
Young was a miserable
hitter last year, well under
the league average. This
wouldn’t be so bad if he
wasn’t used as the team’s
primary designated hitter. He’s been in the league
so long it’s hard to believe
he’s only 27 years old, just a
decade removed from being
drafted the first overall pick
in 2003. But lousy defense,
poor offensive numbers and
an offseason spent doing
community service and
attending tolerance programs after being convicted
of a hate crime resulted in
the Tigers letting him go.
As for Valverde, the volatile
closer was a disaster in the

RUGBY
From Page 7

SOFTBALL
From Page 7

every single game.
There have been many
Indiana alumni who have
beaten BG, so the Hoosiers
will be on a mission this
weekend to try and snap
the streak.
“One of the keys to the
season so far has been
the play of lock Justin
Stevens,” coach Tony
Mazzarella said. “Never
says much, never celebrates a score, a strong
runner and a deadly tackler. An offensive breakdown? Justin will be one
of the first two people on
the scene.”
Against Ohio State
a week ago, Stevens
snagged a fumbled ball
and returned it 50 yards
for a try to break the game
open for the Falcons.
Year in and year out,
the Indiana—BG match
is labeled as one of the
best rugby games in the
country.
The game is scheduled
to kick off at 1 p.m. at
College Park.

State was clearly the Falcons’
kryptonite.
The Cardinals defeated
the Falcons in all three contests, including the elimination game of the MAC
Tournament.
The Falcons will try to
get even in a doubleheader
Friday. The Cardinals come
in 14-10 compared to the
12-8 Falcons, averaging
seven runs a game for a total
of 167 this season.
“I think we are really prepared,” Imholz said. “We
worked so hard this offseason and with the games we
did have this preseason, I
think we are just ready to
go.”
The Falcons’ bats look
tame in comparison as
they have mustered 55 runs
this season, yet it has been
enough to win games.
Ball State has not won a
game at Meserve Field since
2009, and the Falcons are
riding a four-game home
win streak against the
Cardinals.
Following the double-

postseason and became a free
agent. The Tigers declined
picking him up again.
Other losses include Ryan
Raburn, now a super-utility
man for the Indians, and
Gerald Laird, everyone’s
favorite 33-year-old hitless,
backup catcher, now with the
Atlanta Braves.
One of the Tigers’ biggest
off-season signings went
to starting pitcher Anibal
Sanchez, who earned a fiveyear, $80 million deal. Rick
Porcello, Octavio Dotel and
Jhonny Peralta were also
re-signed or had their club
options picked up for 2013.
Essentially, the Tigers only
signed one new player for
2013: OF Torii Hunter, with
a two-year, $26 million free
agent. Hunter is coming
off a career year for the Los
Angeles Angels as a 37-yearold and his decent offseason
may quell some critics who

header with Ball State, the
Falcons will continue MAC
play with Miami Saturday
and Sunday to wrap up
their four-game home stand.
Miami and the Falcons
only saw each other twice
this past season and split
results. The RedHawks faced
BG during the Falcons’ peak
playing as the series was
held in the final week of the
regular season.
Miami enters the game in
last place in the MAC with
a 4-18 record overall. The
RedHawks are allowing 7.4
runs a game while scoring
less than four.
“With Ball State and
Miami, we are going into to
play with everything we’ve
got,” Imholz said. “It doesn’t
matter their record, we
haven’t even paid attention
to that.”
Contrary to the Ball State
series, Miami is actually on
a four-game winning streak
when playing in Bowling
Green. The Falcons’ last
home win against Miami
came in 2007.
“It will be good for us to
start fresh,” Imholz said. “If
they bring everything they
got, then we’ll do the same.”

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER!
@BGNEWSSPORTS

say the Tigers made a big risk
paying an older player to play
in the expansive Comerica
Park outfield.
CINCINNATI REDS
The Reds had a busier offseason than most teams.
First, the departures:
catcher Dioner Navarro and
RHP Ryan Madson left as free
agents.
One of the biggest trades
of the entire MLB offseason
came this past December, a
three-team blockbuster that
included nine players.
The Reds sent Didi
Gregorius to the Arizona
Diamondbacks and Drew
Stubbs to the Tribe.
In return, Cincinnati
received the Tribe’s beloved
outfielder Shin-Soo Choo
and utility infielder Jason
Donald. A day later, the Reds
also signed Indians IF Jack
Hannahan to a two-year deal.

DETROIT TIGERS

Those three arrivals, all
from Cleveland, make up the
Reds’ newcomers for this season.
There were also a wealth
of re-signings and contract
extensions: pitchers Mat
Latos, Homer Bailey, Logan
Ondrusek, Mike Leake,
Manny Parra, Alfredo Simon
and Jonathan Broxton were
all re-signed for the next one
to three years.
Ryan Ludwick will also be
back, signing a two-year free
agent deal worth $15 million
to stay in Cincinnati.
So who had the best offseason—the Tribe, Tigers or
Reds?
The Tigers are going to look
this season much like they did
last year. The Reds have some
shake ups in the outfield but
the pitching staff is essentially
the same and two of the newcomers from Cleveland are
bench players anyways.

Torii Hunter:
2 year, $26 million

CINCINNATI REDS

Shin-Soo Choo:
Traded from Cleveland
Jason Donald:
Traded from Cleveland
Jack Hannahan:
2 year, $2 million

The Tribe, meanwhile, have
a totally new outfield, new
corner infielders, a new manager, new guys in the starting
rotation and bullpen, a new
designated hitter and most of
all, cheaper hot dog prices.
I give the nod to the Indians
on this one, but this comes
with the caveat that these are
just “on-paper” projections
and we’ll see how the teams
shape up a month or two into
the season.

FILE PHOTO

SOFTBALL IS 12-8 going into Friday’s doubleheader and home opener against the 14-10 Oakland University Cardinals.

LIKE US ON FACEBOOK
THE BG NEWS SPORTS
Quiet,
Cozy,
Convenient!
University Village & University Courts
The corner of Clough and Mercer, one block from campus

One & Two Bedroom Apartments



Generous Utility Package Included
(gas, water, sewer, trash and 77
channel cablevision)



Flexible Leases



Furnished Available



Walk to Campus



24 hour
emergency
maintenance

apartments.us

www.university

Visit our model

419-352-0164
One Bedroom Apartments
317 Manville
216 N. Enterprise
100 & 100½ Ordway

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www.newloverentals.com

502 N. Prospect
208 E. Merry
117 S. Main
320 Elm B | 114 S. Main
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Classified Ads

419-372-0328

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

COLLEGE PRO is now hiring
painters all across the state to
work outdoors w/other students.
Earn $3k-5k. Advancement
opportunities and internships.
Call1-888-277-9787
or visit www.collegepro.com

*Cleaning and mics needed for
apt moveout, May 5 for 2 weeks?
Call 419-353-0325

FT & PT positions available for
landscape, construction, and
maintenance. Call 419-354-1923
or email resume to:
trkramp@frontier.com

The BG News will not knowingly
accept advertisements that discriminate, or encourage discrimination
against any individual or group on
the basis of race, sex, color, creed,
religion, national origin, sexual orientation, disability, status as a veteran,
or on the basis of any other legally
protected status.
The BG News reserves the right to
decline, discontinue or revise any
advertisement such as those found
to be defamatory, lacking in factual
basis, misleading or false in nature. All
advertisements are subject to editing
and approval.

Help Wanted
ATTENTION STUDENTS
Interested in playing spring and
summer ADULT Softball Leagues
are now being formed for the
2013 season. BG Carter Park
will host leagues for Men's for
Sunday nights, COED for Sunday
nights, and Church league for
Monday nights. Four nice lighted
diamonds at BG Carter Park.
DEADLINE to enter: April 20th.
To enter and more information
call or e-mail: Tim Dunn, Director
419-409-1942
tdunnbb@yahoo.com

Immediate Direct Care
Openings in BG, Haskins,
Walbridge & Portage!
COME GROW WITH US! Join our
winning team and help make a
difference in the lives of others.
Assist individuals who have
developmental disabilities with
their daily living skills and
activities. If you have a High
School Diploma or GED, valid
driver's license & acceptable
driving record (for driving
positions only) & successfully
pass the pre-screening process
(drug screening and criminal
background), we are willing to
train. Wood Lane Residential
Services, Inc. is now hiring for full
time, part-time & sub positions.
$9-$13.18/hr. based on exp.
Obtain application from WLRS,
545 Pearl St., BG, OH, Mon.-Fri.
Or download application at:
www.wlrs.org.
EOE

SPRING

Signing Special
Piedmont Apartments
8th & High St.

Bring in this ad and receive
$10 off monthly rental rate on a
new 1 year or 9 month lease!

Birchwood
650 6th St.

OFFICE HOURS:

M-F: 8-11:30 & 12:30-4:30
419 Lehman Ave.
419-352-9378
preferredpropertiesco.com

Summer & Semester
Leases Available

ia

*All normal terms
and conditions apply

NOW RENTING
2013-2014
School Year

1 Line piece: Abbr.
2 Places to hide skeletons?
3 Dilapidated dwelling
4 End in __: come out even
5 He refused to grow up
6 Faithfully following
7 Oil units
8 Talk with one's hands
9 Earnest request
10 Nixon attorney general
Richardson
11 Like some of Michael
Jackson's moves
12 Advertiser
13 Twisty curve
21 DMV certificate
22 Dr. Mom's specialty
23 "This is your brain on
drugs," e.g.
26 Unspecified quantity
28 12th century opener
29 Deighton who wrote the
"Hook, Line and Sinker"
trilogy
30 40-Across mate
35 Prefix with thermal
36 Santa's helper
38 Pet on your lap, maybe

Renhill Group has immediate
need for substitute monitors
(lunchroom, playground, etc.),
custodians, food service, and
educational aides for BG City
Schools. Great opportunity for
work as you complete your
college degree. Pay $7.85-$8.49
depending on position. Review
requirements and apply at:
www.renhillgroup.com
Renhill – EOE
SUMMER Work For STUDENTS!
Want people willing to learn to
work on wood floors including
gym floors. Starts end of May to
middle of Aug. Work consists of
operating equipment, including
floor buffers and floor sanding
machines. Also measuring, laying
out & painting game lines, art
work & applying gym floor finish.
We train you in all areas of work,
$8/hr w/ approx 40-50hrs a week,
flex. hours. Must be punctual,
reliable and willing to accept
responsibility. Contact Joe Koch
at 419-340-6270 or
fax resume to 419-841-3910.

* Lrg 3 BR, 2 bath apt, $725/mo.
recently updated, small pets ok.
619 High St. Call 216-337-6010.
*One 3BR house left, 812 3rd St,
$800/mo + utilities.
*One 4BR house left, 202 Merry,
$1200/mo + utilites.
Call 419-359-4053 for more info.

* If signed between April 1-30 *
Other Locations
Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts.
Birchwood (small pet allowed)
1 Bedroom & Efficiency, Houses

DailyCrossword
Crossword Fix Fix
The The
Daily

PT Shuttle Driver wanted for
Falcons Pointe, 10-15 hrs/wk
with some weekends.
Send resumes to:
heather@falconspointe.com

For Rent

Fox Run
216 S. Mercer Rd.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

220 Napoleon Rd 1BR, $395-$410/mo + electric.
130 E. Washington St. 2BR, $660/mo + all utilities,
1BR w/ study, $615/mo + utilities,
1BR, $525/mo + ulitities,
1BR, $595/mo + utilities.
815/803 8th St. $495-$510/mo + gas & electric.
419-354-6036

1 Leftover bit
6 Kitchen meas.
10 Highland tongue
14 Thrill to pieces
15 Commuter's option
16 Cuts short
17 "Understood!"
18 Egg on
19 Debt-heavy corp. takeovers
20 Pittsburgh fan base, collectively
23 A pop
24 Confirmation or bar mitzvah
25 Tons of, casually
27 Philatelist's pride
31 Pet welfare org.
32 Tie up loose ends?
33 Shed a few tears
34 "Bus Stop" playwright
37 Radar's favorite drink
40 Butter on the farm?
43 Windy City trains
45 Solemn promises

39 Author Fleming
40 Cape Town's country:
Abbr.
41 Being debated
42 Bond's is shaken, not
stirred
44 Comedy genre
46 Got a giggle out of
47 Raised, as a flag
48 Nestlé's __-Caps
50 Movie trailer, e.g.
51 Boston summer hrs.
52 Nuns' clothing
53 Kernel holder
58 Rick's love in
"Casablanca"
59 Fireworks responses
60 Top-shelf
61 Way to check your
balance, briefly
64 Sneaky

49 Annual political speech
54 Appeared on TV
55 Penlight batteries
56 AFL affiliate
57 Commercial interruptions
literally found in this puzzle's
three other longest answers
61 Just as you see it
62 City near Sacramento
63 Young neigh sayers
65 Adjust, as strings
66 Close
67 Slippery as __
68 Israel's only female prime
minister
69 Nile threats
70 Toy bear named for a presi-

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

1BR apt, near campus,
$475/mo, utilities included.
Call 419-352-5882.

1 room studio, shared bath, furn.
Avail June 15th! $290/mo + elec.
Call 419-601-3225.

**1 or 2 BR apts avail May/Aug,
also Rooms and Studio Apts.
Summer only rentals also avail.
CartyRentals.com / 419-353-0325

227 N Prospect tri-plex, utils incl,
1BR- $500/mo, avail May,
5BR - $1200/mo, avail July.
Call 419-308-2676
www.bgtoledorent.com

1, 2 & 3 BR apts on Manville,
next to water tower.
Call 419-352-5239.

2BR apt, W/D, close to
campus & downtown, very nice!
Available in August, $610/mo.
121 E. Court St, 419-352-0300.
2BR unfurn apt, year lease,
$510/mo, pet friendly.
Call 419-352-9378
2BR unfurn apt, yr lease, laundry
in bldg, avail NOW! $485/mo.
Call 419-352-9378.
3 BR duplex, 404 S. College,
$600/12mo ls, $675/9mo ls.
Available May, call 419-352-4850.
3BR apt, near campus,
$850/mo, utilities included.
Call 419-352-5882.
4 BR house avail. Aug 2013,
240 N. Enterprise, close to campus. Contact: rtrzcinski@bex.net
Furn. room, freedom of house,
TV, W/D, clean & quiet, $250/mo
w/ $100 dep. Call 419-354-6117.
Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting LLC.
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 11-3, M-F
www.BGApartments.com
Houses for rent, 4-5 BR, 2 baths,
between campus & downtown,
$1500/mo, call 419-340-2500.
Houses, eff,1-2 BR apts avail now
Call GL Rentals 419-354-9740 or
email: ghoverson@woh.rr.com

5

$

MEAL
DEAL!

INCLUDES
ENTREE &
DRINK!

May 2013 - 12 mo. leases
3BR - 837 Third St B - $825/mo.
2BR - 428 S. Summit - $630/mo.
1BR - 322 E. Court - $475/mo.
Aug 2013 - 12 month lease:
1BR - 415 E. Court - $375/mo.
3BR hse -125 Baldwin - $900/mo.
3BR hse -641 S. College -$930/m
3BR house- 317 Derby -$930/mo.
www.BGApartments.com
419-352-8917
Newer 3BR, 2 bath ranch, W/D
hook-up, quiet area, avail May,
$800/mo. Call 419-308-1191.

®

D I

Roommates needed to share furn
house close to campus, flex lease
option, $325/mo, utilities incl.
Call Brad at 419-308-7763.
D I

®

additional charge for steak

Shamrock Storage
Many sizes. Near BGSU,
Uhaul available.
ShamrockBG.com, 419-354-0070
Two 2BR apartments left!
4th Street, avail May & Aug 2013.
419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456.
www.rutterdudleyrentals.com

®

Purch Adv Tix @ cinemark.com
800-326-3264 + Exp 1432#

®

Purch Adv Tix @ cinemark.com
800-326-3264 + Exp 1432#

WOODLAND
MALL CINEMA 5 WOODLAND
MALL CINEMA 5
Woodland Mall • N. Main Street
Woodland Mall • N. Main Street

STOP IN TO REGISTER AND FOR MORE DETAILS

ADULT MATINEE BEFORE 6PM $3.00 • ALL DAY TUESDAY $3.00
®
COLLEGE THURSDAY (WITH VALID ID) $3.00

cinemark.com

EXTREMELY
LOUD
Purch Adv Tix
@ & INCREDIBLY
CLOSE [PG13]
800-326-3264
Exp900
1432#
1200 130
300 430 600+725
1030
THE ARTIST - CINEARTS [PG13]
1105 135 405 635 905
HAYWIRE [R]1100 120 340 605 825 1045
Woodland Mall
• N. Main-Street
ADVENTURES
OF TINTIN
3D [PG]
210 505
740
1020
ADULT
MATINEE
BEFORE
6PM $3.00 • ALL DAY TUESDAY $3.00
ALVINCOLLEGE
ANDTHURSDAY
THE CHIPMUNKS:
(WITH VALID ID) $3.00
CHIPWRECKED
[G] 1145
200 425 645
EXTREMELY LOUD
& INCREDIBLY

ADULT MATINEE BEFORE 6PM $3.00 • ALL DAY TUESDAY $3.00
®
COLLEGE THURSDAY (WITH VALID ID) $3.00

cinemark.com

Purch
Adv Tix @3D PG
THE
CROODS
*2:25

7:15
800-326-3264
+ Exp 1432#

THE CROODS PG

WOODLAND MALL CINEMA 5 WOODLAND
MALL CINEMA 5
Woodland Mall • N. Main Street

CLOSEAssistive
[PG13]
Listening and Captioning System Avail
1200
430
600 R725
1030
Children130
under300
6 may
not attend
rated900
features
after 6pm
THE ARTIST - CINEARTS [PG13]
1105 135 405 635 905
HAYWIRE [R]1100 120 340 605 825 1045
ADVENTURES OF TINTIN - 3D [PG]
210 505 740 1020
ALVIN AND THE CHIPMUNKS:
CHIPWRECKED [G] 1145 200 425 645

EXAMPLE

Assistive Listening and Captioning System Avail
Children under 6 may not attend R rated features after 6pm

*(12:00)

*4:50

9:40

OLYMPUS HAS FALLEN R
*12:20

*3:50

6:50

9:35

ADULT MATINEE BEFORE 6PM $3.00 • ALL DAY TUESDAY $3.00
OZ: THE GREAT AND POWERFUL PG
THURSDAY (WITH VALID ID) $3.00
*4:00COLLEGE
9:50
OZ: THE GREAT AND POWERFUL 3D PG
Assistive
Listening and Captioning System Avail
*12:45
6:55
Children under 6 may not attend R rated features after 6pm
G.I. JOE: RETALIATION PG13
*4:10

9:45

G.I. JOE: RETALIATION 3D PG13
*12:30

7:05

THE CALL R
*12:10

*2:35

*5:00

7:20

9:30

*= Matinee Showtime ()= Friday-Sunday Only

Assistive Listening and Captioning System Avail
Children under 6 may not attend R rated features after 6pm

